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This article is a serious warning that the life on Earth is in danger. After we have depleted
the mineral deposits of mother Earth, which took away her ability to rebalance, we have
polluted her in all possible ways: with chemicals, with nuclear waste, with antennas
emitting electromagnetic fields with all kind of frequencies – radio (for our radiostations), microwaves (for our digital TV, cellular phones, and internet), etc. Our Mother
Earth has been tolerable to our mischiefs for so long, but her tolerance is running out
short. Not accepting any more, the harm she suffered, she will stop tolerating our
destructive behavior and try to get rid of us – with a global flood (like Noah’s Flood),
global earthquakes, or a very deadly pandemic. Or following the road of self-destruction,
we will self-destroy ourselves by dying from: 1/ the toxic chemicals, or 2/ the nuclear
waste with which we polluted the Earth, or 3/ becoming victims of the electromagnetic
pollution, which we created. We can survive only if we embrace the fact that we are not
only material body. What we see as aura, is our emotional Spirit - it is weak informational
nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF), which rules and regulates everything in our
body, including our immune systems. Since the 5G fast internet has the same frequencies
as our aura (Sprit), it can disable our immune system and lead to globally spread
Pandemics capable to end the life on Earth.

1. Introduction
In December 1992, a document was published: “World
Scientists Warning to Humanity”. 1,700 world’s leading
scientists from 80 countries, including the majority of the
Nobel laureates in the sciences, signed the document. The
document started like this: “Man’s activities on Earth cause
big and irreversible damages on Earth’s environment and its
mineral deposits. Our day-to-day activities are threatening
the future of the human society and of animals’ and plants’
kingdoms. They can change the living world to the degree
that it wouldn’t be able to sustain its life the way it is.
Fundamental changes are necessary, if we want to escape the
collisions, to which the present course can lead” (Tihoplav
and Tihoplav, 2012). This was 28 years ago.
In November 2017, 25 years after the first warning, a second
warning was issued. This time 15,384 scientists from 184

countries signed it. And nothing changed - today we are
much farther on the road of self-destruction (Tihoplav and
Tihoplav, 2012).
2. Chemical Pollution
We have polluted our environment with many toxic
chemicals by dumping them directly into the sewage system
without any treatment to reduce their toxicity. An example
of this is the case of cyanide and its derivatives used by
General Electric for etching of copper and silver metal plates.
It is described in the book of Dr. Timothy Swiss “A Breath of
Cyanide” (Swiss, 2020). The author is one of these sensitive
individuals, who suffered for years of cyanide poisoning
when living in different states in the US – the poisoning is
quite global. He also had numerous patients with the same
complains. For the sad end of his story see the conclusion.
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Also, the toxic chlorine – a side product of the aluminum
industry – instead of treatment to reduce its toxicity, which
would be very expensive, was sold to the water distributing
companies for disinfection of the water and we are all
drinking this toxic chlorinated water (Kuman, 2020a). This
is still done in the US regardless of the fact that as far back as
50 years ago, Germany had the scientific proof that
chlorinated water is harmful. After a hot debate in the press
over the harm of chlorinated water, Germany switched to
ozonize water. Following the Germans, ORNL (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory) did their own research in the US and
confirmed the Germans’ finding that chlorinated water is
harmful – it causes cancer.

Earth’s weak informational NEMF and attempts to
communicate with the Earth are considered stupid.
However, this lack of communication cannot continue
forever and there is a high price to pay for ignoring the
NEMFs of the Earth and ours.
5. Electromagnetic Pollution
Since the Earth NEMF is nonlinear, the Earth has alternating
vortices spinning clockwise and anti-vortices spinning
counterclockwise (Tihoplav and Tihoplav, 2012), just as we
have them in the NEMF of our body, where they are called
“chakras”, which mean “spinning wheals” in Sanskrit
(Kuman, 2019b). We should consider how we influence the
Earth chakras each time we pinch an antenna in the Earth
because the emitting antenna creates an anti-vortex spinning
counterclockwise and emitting energy, which influences the
nearby Earth vortices spinning clockwise and sucking energy
in. This means that each antenna we pinch in the Earth
disturbs the balance of the Earth NEMF. And this is true for
all the antennas: radio for our radios and microwave
antennas for our digital TV, cellular phones, and internet. We
are not only polluting the atmosphere with them; we are
polluting the Earth NEMF as well. And we are forcing the
NEMF of our bodies to adapt to the numerous changes we
have created.

However, the US continued to use chlorinated water
regardless. I think the different approach in the two countries
has something to do with the fact that Germany has social
medicine, while the US has private medicine.
Also, each time a rocket is sent into space, 60% of the ozone
is destroyed because the rocket fuel contains ingredients that
destroy the ozone. This seriously disturbs the atmosphere
balance and increases its turbulence activities manifested
with more hurricanes (Tihoplav and Tihoplav, 2012).
3. Depleted Mineral Resources
In the XX century alone 150,000 mineral resources seized to
exist. According to the Russian geologists Dmitriev
(Tihoplav and Tihoplav, 2012), these mineral deposits were
the Earth’s natural conducting metal wires keeping the
electricity on the surface and inside the Earth balanced.
When too much electricity was accumulated on the surface
of the Earth, the excess was transferred to the Earth depth
through these conducting mineral-deposit pathways of the
Earth. And vice-versa, when too much energy was
accumulated in the depth of the Earth because of geodynamic
activity, the excess energy was sent to the surface through
these conducing mineral-deposit pathways. Now, without
the mineral deposits, such electric balance is impossible…
and you will see in section 5 in which way this influences us.

Another bad influence on Earth’s NEMF is the fact that the
frequency of the alternating currents used in the US is 60 Hz
and this is the resonance frequency of the ring currents in the
Earth magma. Nobody knows what is the effect of this on
Earth and man. Russian scientists found that pathogens
manifest themselves in our aura in the mm diapason and our
5G fast internet is in the same mm diapason (Kuman, 2020b).
Thus, 5G technologies can be expected to interfere with our
immune ability to fight pathogens. Why do we never test how
our new technologies would influence our body? We should
do this and we should always consider the fact that different
people have different sensitivity (Kuman, 2019c) – what is
safe for one person could be killing another. We should test
every new technology before to use it because our life on
Earth depends on this. There is a limit to our ability to adapt
and we may all die unable to adapt to the newest technology
we have created.

4. The Earth is Just as Alive as We Are
Black Holes of anti-matter created the whole material world
and the NEMF that separated the anti-matter from the matter
got imprinted on all material creations (Kuman, 2019a).
Thus, everything material is a material body and light
NEMF. The Earth also has a material body and light NEMF
and both the Earth NEMF and our NEMFs have torus shape.
Since the weak informational field (NEMF) of our material
body is intertwined with the weak informational NEMF of
our emotional Spirit, we can communicate through our weak
informational NEMF of the Spirit with the weak
informational NEMF of our Earth and ask it to provide rain,
for example.

But there is also another kind of price we pay for overelectrifying the Earth atmosphere and the Earth surface – the
NEMF of the Earth creates a lot of swirling rings (hurricanes)
and swirling columns (tornados) over the ocean. Since the
US has the highest production and consumption of electrical
energy in the world (seen from a satellite the North American
continent glows), such over-electrified continent would have
a large electric gradient at the borderline with the ocean. The
swirling hurricanes and tornados created over the ocean and
having dipole moment would be attracted to the overelectrified continent. This explains why the US have so much
hurricanes and tornados. The Earth is kicking us back for
over-electrifying its surface after depleting her mineral
deposits, which does not allow rebalancing of the surface and
internal electrical charges (Kuman, 2019d).

Our materialistic society has chosen to believe that we are
only material bodies and completely ignore the presence of
our Spirit, which is NEMF. This is done regardless of the fact
that some people see it as aura. It can also be photographed
in high frequency electric field, which multiplies the photons
and makes the aura visible to everybody - it is called Kirlian
photography. In the same way, we completely ignore the

How does this over-electrified North-American continent
influence the people living there? The distance between the
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Earth surface and the ionosphere used to be 300 km. and the
so-called “resonance Shuman frequency” specific for this
distance was 8 Hz. This was the frequency to which all our
brains were tuned – it was called alpha rhythm and it was the
rhythm of calm relaxed brain. Now the over-electrified North
American continent has pulled the ionosphere at a distance
100 km. The so-called “resonance Shuman frequency”
specific for 100 km distance is 13 Hz, which is called beta
rhythm and is rhythm of tension, doubts, fear, and anxiety
(Tihoplav and Tihoplav, 2012). Maybe this can explain the
increased number of shootings; at schools, on the streets, and
in churches. Our NEMF rules the response of our immune
system and since our newest 5G technologies have the same
frequency as our NEMF, the 5G technologies are expected
to lower our immune ability to fight viruses (Kuman, 2019b)
and this endangers our life on Earth.

and stop the poisoning of the people living on the Earth, he
was pronounced mentally sick - diagnosed with paranoia and
he lost his job. This injustice was done to him so that nobody
else would dare to blow the whistle. Nobody wanted to look
at the facts - he provided evidence from different laboratories
that he and his patients had cyanides in their blood and urine.
The response in all 3 states – Texas, Philadelphia, and
Tennessee – was the same – they gave him a certificate that
he is mentally sick (diagnosis paranoia) and fired him. We
are on the road of self-destruction and we are living in denial.
We consider nuclear radiation to be harmful for the body and
we have regulations, but the “safe” doses in the US are way
over what is considered “safe” dose according to European
standards. We continue to build nuclear reactors regardless
that we have not solve the problem of safe disposal of the
nuclear waste and we continue to pollute the Earth with
nuclear waste. We also pollute the space around the Earth 30 nuclear-powered spacecrafts are orbiting the Earth ready
to pollute with nuclear debris in case of meteorite damage or
other disaster.

6. Radioactive Pollution of the Earth and Space around It
I attended a “Physics and Energy” Conference in Bucharest
in 1975. Victor Weitskopf - the Nobel Prize winner for the
chain nuclear reaction, which opened the door to the use of
nuclear energy - announced at the conference that we should
not use nuclear energy unless we have solved the problem of
safe disposal of the nuclear waste products. He is right, but
nobody paid attention to what he said. Just in Oak Ridge,
where the first atomic bombs were created, so much nuclear
pollution was dumped as nuclear waste that even 100 years
will not be enough to clear the nuclear mess. The created in
Oak Ridge bombs were dropped over Hiroshima and
Nagasaki to end World War II.

We are on the road of self-destruction because we completely
deny the fact that the electromagnetic pollution of the Earth
(especially 5G technologies) can be harmful for the human
body. This is ridiculous considering the fact that our weak
informational NEMF, seen as aura, which rules and
regulates everything in the body including our immune
system is sensitive in the mm diapason of the 5G
technologies. This is a wide-open door for Pandemics as the
present one. We urgently need regulations for
electromagnetic pollution and we need to stop polluting the
Earth electromagnetically. We need to do this, if we want to
survive this Pandemic and the oncoming ones.

Also, polluting the Earth with nuclear waste was not enough;
we are ready to pollute the space around the Earth. 30
nuclear-powered spacecrafts are still in orbit ready to pollute
with nuclear debris in case of meteorite damage or other
disaster. Also, when we do underground nuclear-bomb
testing, we are pumping energy to the Earth and the Earth is
kicking us back with destructive earthquakes and tsunamis.
The humans on Earth are like our intestinal parasites, when
they become very nasty, we are doing something to get rid of
them. So it is with the Earth, when we become very nasty,
the Earth will do something to get rid of us. This is going to
happen soon, if we don’t change the collision course we
follow now. It already happened once – the Noah’s Flood
ended the existence of Atlantis.
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7. Conclusion
We are on the road of self-destruction and we are living in
denial. We have mistreated the Earth in all possible ways.
We have polluted the Earth with many different toxic
chemicals. However, when Dr. Timothy Oesch (this is his
real name, Timothy Swiss is his pen-name) tried to blow the
whistle about the cyanide poisoning of our Earth instead of
doing something to stop the farther poisoning of the Earth
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